
ΥΠΟΓΡΑΦΗ ΓΟΝΕΑ: 

2 Fill in the word list.

 1. bread  

 2. sister  

 3. comment  

 4. give  

 5. funny  

 6. trousers  

 7. need  

 8. buy  

 9. different  

 10. toothbrush  

 11. hot  

 12. flag  

 13. strawberry  

 14. city  

 15. together  

 /15

1 Look at the pictures, choose and circle a or b.  /5

1. a. I’m hungry 

b. I’m thirsty

2. a. friendly 

b. shy

5. a. cheese 

b. screen

4. a. It’s windy 

b. It’s rainy

3. a. greengrocer’s 

b. baker’s

3 Look at the pictures and write.  /5

1. s    2. m     

3. s    4. d    5. j  

Name:    Date: 

T OTAL SCORE :   /100

Vocabulary  /40

2 Lessons 13-24
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1. Let’s  and have lunch. 
a. set the table b. pick a card

2. This dress doesn’t look good on me. Can I 
 it? 

a. guess b. change

3. Your diet is a bit . You must eat more 
fruit. 
a. ugly b. unhealthy

4. When Eric goes to Italy, he stays at a nice 
. 

a. hotel b. museum

5. Do you like an American or a  
breakfast? 
a. France b. French

6. I want this watch and this camera, please. 
? 

a. How much b. What’s the 
 do they cost   weather like

7. Jerry loves making new things. He’s a(n) 
 person. 

a. creative b. expensive

4 Choose and circle a or b.  /15
8. - Oh, no! I haven’t got a pencil.  

- ! I can give you one. 
a. Take care b. Don’t worry

9. - What’s the next step?  
-  two eggs and mix well. 
a. Serve b. Add

10. I must talk to Mr Foster. It’s very . 
a. important b. different

11. Mike enjoys  the Net at weekends. 
a. surfing b. calling

12.  a glass of water, please. 
a. I’m afraid b. I would like

13.  your sunglasses with you. It’s sunny outside. 
a. Take b. Imagine

14. Let’s  training. I’m tired. 
a. ring b. stop

15. Happy birthday, Grandma! This  is for you. 
a. present b. price

1 Fill in with the Present Continuous (P-O-?).  /6

2 Choose and circle a or b.  /6
1. Look! My rabbit  on the sofa. 

a. sleeps b. is sleeping

2.  Joan  her homework at the 
moment? 
a. Is … doing b. Does … do 

3. Daniel  his room in the afternoon. 
a. tidies b. is tidying

4.  you  TV at the weekend? 

a. Are … watching b. Do … watch

5. They  their bikes every day. 

a. don’t ride b. aren’t riding

6. Tania  English this year. 

a. isn’t learning b. doesn’t learn

1. I  (use) my tablet right 
now.

2. David  (not travel) to 
Greece next month.

3.  (you / listen) to music 
at the moment?

4. We  (not come) to the 
party tonight. 

5. Listen! The baby  (cry) 
again. 

6.  (they / chat) on the 
Internet now?

Grammar  /60
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7 Choose and circle.  /6
1. This talent show is very interesting. 

Let’s watch / Don’t watch it.

2. Don’t close / Close the window, please. It’s cold.

3. We've got a melon and some peaches.  

Let’s make / Don’t make a fruit salad.

4. Don’t drive / Let’s drive fast, Henry. It’s foggy.

5. These trainers are very expensive. 

Buy / Let’s not buy them. 

6. Let’s call / Don’t call Jamie. He’s busy now.

1. Vicky and Alex are at the funfair. You can meet 

them / they there.

2. Uncle Tim always tells we / us great jokes.

3. She / Her is going to the cinema tonight. 

4. This is my grandfather. I love him / he very much. 

5. Can you make a pizza for I / me, Mum? 

6. The children aren't here. Them / They are at the 

playground. 

4 Choose and circle.  /63 Choose and circle.  /3
1. I am running in the park 

at the moment / in the evening.

2. We visit our grandparents 

this week / twice a week.

3. Do you get up early 

right now / every day? 

4. She doesn’t walk to work 

tomorrow / in the morning. 

5. Are they flying to Manchester 

next month / at weekends?

6. Sam is feeding the dog 

now / at night.

1. Gary is never  home in the 

evening. (at / to)

2. It’s 9.00. The teacher is  the 

classroom. (in / on)

3. We are  the zoo right now. 

 (to / at)

4. They’re driving  Rome next week. 

 (to / on)

5. Susan is  the bus at the moment. 

 (on / at)

6. Kelly has got a restaurant  

Madrid. (at / in)

 /65 Choose and fill in. 6 Fill in with must or mustn’t.  /5
1. There isn’t any food for our cat. We 

 go to the pet shop.

2. Be quiet, Peter! You  talk 
in the library.

3. Pupils  come late to 
school. 

4. It’s snowy today. I  wear 
warm clothes.  

5. You  brush your teeth 
every day, Charlie. 
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 /68 Choose and fill in.

1. These markers aren’t . They’re Mrs Miller’s. (ours / our)

2. I can’t find  passport. Where is it? (my / mine)

3. Give this notebook to Amanda. It’s . (her / hers)

4. Is this  smartwatch? It’s amazing! (your / yours)

5. These aren’t Ben’s socks. They’re . (my / mine)

6. This isn’t my parents’ car.  is blue. (Theirs / Their)

9 Choose and circle.  /6
1. Can I have a cup / piece of tea, please? 

2. We’ve got two bowls / bottles of juice in the 
kitchen.

3. There is only one slice / jar of honey on the 
shelf. 

4. Would you like a piece / glass of cake? It’s 
very tasty. 

5. Let’s buy three loaves / bars of chocolate 
from the supermarket. 

6. Is there a carton / packet of milk in the 
fridge? 

 /610 Fill in with some or any.

1. Nick usually has  croissants 
for breakfast. 

2. There aren’t  students in the 
science lab now.

3. Have we got  lemonade for 
the party?

4. There are  posters on the wall 
of my bedroom.

5. I want  sugar in my coffee.

6. Are there  eggs for the 
pancakes?

 /411 Choose and circle a or b.

1.  bowls of soup are there on the table? 

a. How many b. How much

2. We haven’t got  bacon. 

a. much b. many

3. There are a few  in the basket. 

a. cherry b. cherries

4. Little Maggie hasn’t got  teeth. 

a. many b. much

5. I would like  rice with my meat. 

a. a little b. a few

6. Dexter has got  friends at school. 

a. much b. a lot of

7.  flour is there in the bag?  

a. How many b. How much

8. Look! There’s  fox behind that tree. 

a. a lot of b. a
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Paragraph 4
say that you are  

going and why

Paragraph 3

what you are doing 

Paragraph 2

what your family  
is doing

Paragraph 1

what day it is, 
 where you are and 

who you are with 

Start with:

End with:

Write a diary page about a day in the park with your family. Use the following plan.

Dear Diary,

It’s  and I’m in the park 

with my family. Let me tell you about everyone around.

At the moment, my 

 

My  

 

 

 

 

Right now, I  

 

 

Oh! I’m going now because  

 

Bye!

Writing task (optional)  /10
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Read Anna's postcard to her friend Dylan about her trip.

Dear Dylan,

How are you? I'm in Paris with my family at the 
moment and we're having a great time!
The weather here is usually cold, so I must wear 
warm clothes every day. But today, it's sunny! 
So, we're visiting the Eiffel Tower this afternoon. 
We're also going to the Champs-Élysées. It's the 
best place for shopping and there are also a lot 
of museums and restaurants. 
Right now, we're sitting at a fantastic café. 
Dad is taking photos with his drone and Mum is 
chatting on the phone with my grandparents. 
And what about me? I'm writing this postcard 
and I'm eating croissants with jam. 
French people are very friendly and their food is 
famous around the world. I really like French cheese! It's very tasty!

What about you? What's the weather like in London?
See you soon, 
Anna

1. Anna must wear  clothes every day.

2. There are shops, museums and  at the Champs-Élysées.

3. Anna is sitting at a  café at the moment.

4. Anna's dad is using the  right now.

5. Anna says that French cheese is .

 /52 Fill in with words from the text.

 /51 Choose and circle a or b.

1. The weather in Paris is usually . 
a. sunny b. cold

2. Anna and her family are going to the Eiffel Tower 
. 

a. this afternoon b. right now

3. Anna's dad  at the moment. 
a. is taking photos b. is chatting on the phone

4. Anna is eating some  now. 
a. cheese b. croissants

5. Anna  French people. 
a. likes b. doesn't like

Reading (optional)  /10
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